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1. Let P (x) = x3 � 2x2 � 5x+ 8.

(a) Show analytically (following the work in class) that P (x) has three real roots, and find

intervals of x that bracket each root individually.

(b) Write a Matlab function that determines the root of a function using the bisection method.

Use your function to determine the three roots of P (x) . For each root, use the stopping

criterion b � a < 10
�6

, where [a, b] is the interval of the bracket at the nth
iteration. (Hint:

see the example Matlab codes on LMS.)

(c) Repeat the work in part (b), but now using the method of false position (as discussed in

class). For each root, use the stopping criterion |xn+1 � xn| < 10
�6

, where xn and xn+1 are

successive approximations of the root during the iteration.

a consider the cubic polynomiah Pix) xax5x8.

Itfollows thatPixi is continuous everywhere

and has at most three distinct roots. We want

to show thatPixs changes sign on some intervals

so that Pcx) must have a root on that interval

by the intermediate value theorem. from

the plot of Pix) on the right, we can identify
three such intervals:check:setting Pix) 344450

x , 0.8, x2 =2.1

P"ix) 6x4P,X) 0&P1X2) O



· [-3,-2. P( - 3) 22 0, P1-2) 20

· [1, 2] PII) 2 0,P12) -20

· [2, 3] P12) -20, P13) 20

Therefore, P(x) has three distinct reach roots, and there is a unique

root in each of the three intervals above.

myBisection. m

from in-class example

use the midpointof the
interval to update the endpoints



three roots of Pix)

using bisection method

(x,
2.1249

x= 1.3633

(x=2.7616



myfalsePosition. m

Instead of using the midpointof the interval

to update the interval endpoints, use the zero of

the line connecting the points ca, Pass& 1b, Pcbs).

three roots of P(x) /x 2.1249

using the method
x2.3633

of false position I +3 = 2.7616

n



2. Find all fixed points of the following g(x):

(a)
x+ 6

3x� 2
; (b)

8 + 2x

2 + x2
; (c) x5.

as we have g.1x)542. The fixed points of g.(x) are the

* 6
solutions of y,(x) X

3x2
X

x 6 3x2 ax

3x2 3x 60

X
I
x& (X-2/IX 11 0 10-

Required

The fixed points are foundto be. 2. Local convergence
requires that gicx) atthe fixed point. And since

20

g,(x) 13x-2,2,
we note thatgis 1, gilds i

Thus, the fixed-point iteration is locally convergent at -1, butnot at 2.

8 24
b. We have 921x) 2 x2.

The fixed points of gcx) are the

8 24solutions of 921x) X
2 xd

X
10
-

8 2x 2x xE Required
x80

therefore, X 2 is a fixed point and the other two fixed points,
2x2 16x 4

x ↓13 Iare complex. Now since gicx) 12,x2,2,
we note

thatgaids, thus, the fixed-point iteration is not locally convergentat2.



We have ggix) x5. The fixed points of 9,(x) are the

solutions of 9,(x) X 4
5

X

x5 x 0

x(x*11 0

x[(x+1)(x+1)(x -1)]0

3 40, I complex fixed points Iomitted

The fixed points are found to be 0.-1. Local convergence

requires that yick) atthe fixed point. And since
10
-

Required
gix) 5x4, we note that330. 0, 9, 11 5.

Thus, the fixed-point iteration is locally convergent at0, butnot at 11.

9,1x3
ga'x 95(x)

c ⑦

y X y X

.

.

y X

- d



3. Consider the fixed-point iteration xn+1 = g(xn), where g(x) = x + ln(2 � x), and define the

interval I = [1/2, 4/3].

(a) Show that g(x) 2 I whenever x 2 I, i.e., g(x) maps the interval I into itself, and thus a fixed

point of g(x) exists for x 2 I.

(b) Consider g0(x) for x 2 I to show that the fixed-point iteration converges to the unique fixed

point of g(x) assuming x0 is chosen in the interval I.

x

as Given gix) x enid X). We have gill a x 2X I

for x = I
-

2,4s, we note that the denominator of

gix) is always positive. And the numerator is positive for

2 x1, zeroforx, and negative for 1443.

It implies that gix) is increasing for a x 1 anddecreasing
for 1 x4s. Note thata gc'al =0.9 9,43) =0.93

q(l 43, which follows that gix) remains in the

desired interval for xel -2,4s.

Haowen He



b) from above, we have gill
x

2 X 2 X

g"(1
72 -x)(1 - x) - I

12 - x12 12 - x)2

indicating thatg"(x) 0 for all xe I-a, 4s, and

thus, ycx, is decreasing monotically in 1, and the extrema

occurs atthe two endpoints. Now since gins - s

g'sa

which follows that gives a



4. Text exercise 16 on page 44.

Check if cube root of 4 is a fixed point for the following functions:

setting y, 14).I X 2 x24x

setting gac)' & 4x2
44

setting 31x334 x4sha 34 4x

Check the rate of convergence for the following functions:

gicxs x 2, atx334, gics - a

gax) 2 ax-3, atx334, g22x) - 4

gg'x gY3, atx 334,9,14) - 0

C, 13. Aconverge from fastestto stowest.



5. Consider the functions

f1(x) = x3 � 2x� 5; f2(x) = e�x � x; f3(x) = x sin(x)� 1.

(a) Write a Matlab function to compute a root of the function f(x) using Newton’s method. Use

your code to compute the smallest positive root of each of the functions fi(x), i = 1, 2, 3,
above. You will need to determine a suitable starting guess, x0 , for each case, and use the

stopping criterion |xn+1 � xn| < 10
�12

.

(b) Repeat the calculations in part (a) using the secant method. (You may use the values for x1
obtained in part (a) along with x0 for the two starting values needed for the secant method.)

Compare the number of iterations needed to compute each roots using the secant method

versus the number needed in part (a) using Newton’s method.
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